A key component to this course is exploring how people move from isolation to community. As you begin university, you are becoming a part of several new communities. To start to get to know your new communities, engage in the following scavenger hunt. Simply do the activities and answer the questions. We’ll share our results in our class next Tuesday!

1. Find out which building on campus remains from the original Morris Industrial School for Indians. Hint: Read the plaques!
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

2. What is the Halloween Incident and where did you find out about it?
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

3. How long does it take to get from Academic Assistance to Student Counseling? What method of transportation did you use to get this time?
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

4. Name two other items that interested you at John’s Total Entertainment when buying your books.
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

5. What is the best drink served at the Common Cup Coffeehouse?
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

6. What is the name of your RA and where is he/she from?
   Answer: ____________________________________________________________

7. Find the home pages of the Morris Human Rights Commission, the Stevens Community Humane Society, and the Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alliance. Write the URL and one thing you learned from each of these sites.

   Answer MHRC:
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
Answer SCHS:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Answer PRCA:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

8. How much does it cost to buy light bulbs at the hardware store?
Name of store: ______________________________ Cost: ______________

9. What business is opening in September on Main Street (Atlantic Avenue) and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Street? What did this business USED to be?

Answer: _________________________________________________________

10. Find and go to the Academic Center for Enrichment (ACE) and have someone working there sign this sheet. Name two programs or things of interest at ACE.

Answer:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________________________________